Axon formation is a hallmark of initial neuronal polarization. This process is thought to be regulated by enhanced microtubule stability in the subsequent axon and changes in actin dynamics in the future axonal growth cone. Here, we show that the microtubule end-binding proteins cytoplasmic linker protein (CLIP)-115 and CLIP-170 were enriched in the axonal growth cone and extended into the actin-rich domain of the growth cone. CLIPs were necessary for axon formation and sufficient to induce an axon. The regulation of axonal microtubule stabilization by CLIPs enabled the protrusion of microtubules into the leading edge of the axonal growth cone. Moreover, CLIPs positively regulated growth cone dynamics and restrained actin arc formation, which was necessary for axon growth. In fact, in neurons without CLIP activity, axon formation was restored by actin destabilization or myosin II inhibition. Together, our data suggest that CLIPs enable neuronal polarization by controlling the stabilization of microtubules and growth cone dynamics.
Introduction
The formation of the axon is an initial event during the polarization of neurons (Barnes and Polleux, 2009) . It relies on specific cytoskeletal changes that enable the growth of the axon but restrain the growth of future dendrites (Craig and Banker, 1994) . Past work showed that the actin cytoskeleton regulates neuronal polarization (Bradke and Dotti, 1999; Kunda et al., 2001 ). More recently, however, it was revealed that microtubules may also play an active role in the generation of the axon (Conde and Cáceres, 2009 ). Microtubules of the subsequent axon were found to be more stable than microtubules of future dendrites in cerebellar and hippocampal neurons (Arregui et al., 1991; . Moreover, modest pharmacological stabilization of microtubules transforms both minor neurites and mature dendrites into growing axons (Gomis-Rüth et al., 2008; . While these data suggest that microtubule stability may be a basic process that regulates neuronal polarity, we know relatively little about which molecules regulate neuronal polarization by changing microtubule dynamics (Conde and Cáceres, 2009) .
The growth cone, rich in microtubules in its central domain and actin filaments in its periphery, plays a prominent role in the formation of the axon Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009 ). Myosin II-based retrograde transport of actin filaments toward the center of the growth cone results in the generation of actin arcs (Schaefer et al., 2002 ) that prevent microtubules from invading the peripheral region (Burnette et al., 2008; Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009 ). During active growth phases, actin arcs reorient toward the growth direction, creating an F-actin-free corridor into which microtubules protrude (Lee and Suter, 2008) . Molecules that putatively mediate the interaction between microtubules and actin filaments might enhance this process of polarization (Andersen and Bi, 2000) and, thus, are primary candidates for enabling selective axon growth. Microtubule endbinding proteins are involved in various polarity processes, including migration of neuronal cells (Martínez-Ló pez et al., 2005; Bai et al., 2008) , axon guidance in invertebrates (Lee et al., 2004) , and neurite growth (Stepanova et al., 2003; Shi et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004; Geraldo et al., 2008; Muley et al., 2008) . We therefore asked whether a microtubule end-binding protein could regulate neuronal polarization.
We focused our investigation on a family of microtubule plusend-tracking proteins (ϩTIPs), the cytoplasmic linker proteins (CLIPs)115 and 170, which are both expressed in the developing nervous system (Jaworski et al., 2009 ). Besides potential interaction of CLIP-170 with the actin cytoskeleton (Fukata et al., 2002) , the CLIP-170 homolog Tip1 is a critical regulator of cellular polarity in fission yeast (Brunner and Nurse, 2000) .
Here, we show that CLIPs are required for axon formation. Our data indicate that their polarizing activity is mediated by stabilizing the microtubule network in the axon that allows microtubules to protrude to the growth cone leading edge. CLIPs also positively regulate dynamics of the axonal growth cone, whereas CLIP inhibition strongly stimulates actin contractility and arc formation. Thus, CLIPs regulate the polarization of neurons by affecting the microtubule and actin network in the axonal growth cone.
Materials and Methods
Cell culture, transfection, and vectors. Primary hippocampal neurons derived from rat embryos were cultured as described previously . Neurons were transfected before plating with the Nucleofector system (Amaxa) using highly purified DNA (EndoFree Maxiprep; Qiagen) as described previously . pEGFP-C1 DN170 (amino acids 1027-1320) (Mimori-Kiyosue et al., 2005) , pEGFP-C1 DN170 ⌬head (amino acids 348-1390) (Komarova et al., 2002) , and pEGFP-C1 MBD170 (amino acids 4-596) based on rat cDNA and pEGFP-EB3 were kindly provided by A. Akhmanova (Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands). mCherry-EB3 was a gift from V. Small (Institute of Molecular Biotechnology of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria). The constructs pECFP1 hTau40 and pEU-HA MAP2c were kindly provided by E. Mandelkow and J. Biernat (MaxPlanck-Unit for Structural Molecular Biology, Hamburg, Germany). The generation of the Lifeact-RFP plasmid (where RFP is red fluorescent protein) is described (Riedl et al., 2008) . For all experiments, pEGFP-N2 (Clontech) was used as control vector. Vectors for expressing small interfering RNA for rat CLIP-115 and rat CLIP-170 were made by inserting DNA oligonucleotides (Metabion) in a plasmid expression vector (RNAi-Ready pSIREN-RetroQ-ZsGreen; BD Biosciences) containing the U6 promoter. The siRNA sequence used for rat CLIP-115 was 5Ј-ACAAAGCTGAATGGCGGAT-3Ј, and for rat CLIP-170 it was 5Ј-AGATTACCAGCACGAAATA-3Ј. For the control vector, the siRNA sequence 5Ј-GTGCGTTGCTAGTACCAAC-3Ј was used.
Drug treatment. For long term experiments, 3 nM taxol (LC Laboratories), 1 M blebbistatin (Sigma-Aldrich), or 1 M cytochalasin D (SigmaAldrich) were added to the culture medium 4 -6 h postplating. Cells were then further incubated at 36.5°C in the presence of the drugs and fixed at 2 days in vitro (DIV). For short term experiments, 5 M blebbistatin or 5 M cytochalasin D were applied to the neurons on 2 DIV and directly observed by life cell imaging. Drugs were kept as stock solutions in DMSO (5 mM taxol, 50 mM blebbistatin, 10 mM cytochalasin D).
Live cell imaging and image acquisition. Time-lapse recordings for observing growth cone dynamics, actin retrograde flow, or microtubule growth speed (3-5 s intervals) and single images of living neurons were obtained by mounting the coverslips on HBSS/HEPES-containing closed metal chambers, and images were taken at 37°C. Images were captured using an Axiovert 135/135TV inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss) and standard filters for green fluorescent protein (GFP), Texas Red, and 4Ј,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole using a high performance CCD camera 4912 (Cohu Electronics) and Scion Image Beta 4.0.2 software for Microsoft Windows.
Time-lapse recordings of short term treatments with blebbistatin or cytochalasin D were acquired using a live cell imaging setup (DeltaVision RT; Applied Precision). Microtubule growth was correlated with morphological changes of the growth cones by differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging using the DeltaVision live cell setup.
Immunocytochemistry. To stain for Tau-1, microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2), and synapsin-1, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 4% sucrose in PBS for 20 min, quenched with 50 mM ammonium chloride in PBS for 10 min, and extracted with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min. To stain for CLIPs, cells were fixed with ice-cold MeOH for 30 s followed by 4% paraformaldehyde and 4% sucrose in PBS for 20 min, quenched, and extracted as described above. For CLIP and cortactin staining of transfected neurons, the effects of the constructs were assessed by plating the cells after transfection on coverslips with a relocation grid. After image acquisition of GFP-positive cells, the cells were processed as described for the CLIP staining described above. To assess acetylated, tyrosinated, and total tubulin integrated in microtubules without unpolymerized tubulin subunits, cells were simultaneously fixed and permeabilized in PIPES-HEPES-EGTA-magnesium (PHEM) buffer as described by and quenched as above.
The coverslips were blocked at room temperature for 1 h in a solution containing 2% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 2% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.2% fish gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS. Cells were then incubated with primary antibodies diluted in 10% blocking solution. The primary antibodies used were mouse anti-Tau-1 (clone PC1C6, 1:5000; Millipore), mouse anti-MAP2 (1:5000; Sigma-Aldrich), mouse anti-␣-tubulin (clone B-5-1-2, 1:20,000; Sigma-Aldrich), mouse anti-acetylated tubulin (clone 6-11-B-1, 1:50,000; Sigma-Aldrich), rat anti-tyrosinated tubulin YL1/2 (1:40,000; Abcam), mouse antisynapsin-1 (1:500; Synaptic Systems), rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000; Research Diagnostic), rabbit anti-CLIP-170 H2 recognizing both CLIPs (1:1000; a kind gift from S. Kandels-Lewis, European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany) (Niethammer et al., 2007) , or mouse anticortactin (clone 4F11, 1:500; Millipore). As secondary antibodies, Alexa Fluor 350-, 488-, 555-, or 568-conjugated goat anti-mouse, anti-rabbit, or anti-rat IgG antibodies (1:200 to 1:500; Invitrogen) were used.
Protein extraction and Western blotting. Extracts from cultured hippocampal neurons were prepared by rapidly rinsing the cultures once in room temperature PBS, adding SDS sample preparation buffer (Laemmli, 1970) , and boiling for 5 min. Protein concentration was determined applying the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories) based on the method of Bradford (1976) . SDS-PAGE was performed on 8% polyacrylamide gels and Western blotting was done on polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. Antibodies against rabbit anti-CLIP-170 H2 recognizing both CLIPs (1:5000; provided by S. Kandels-Lewis) and mouse anti-actin (clone AC-40, 1:5000; Sigma-Aldrich) were used.
Image analysis and quantification. Length, area, and intensity measurements were performed using Scion Image Beta 4.0.2 for Microsoft Windows, ImageJ (National Institutes of Health), and MetaMorph (Molecular Devices) analysis software. To analyze movement of fluorescence particles in end-binding product 3 (EB3)-transfected neurons, fluorescence images were acquired in 3-5 s intervals during the experiment. Subsequently, kymographs from the regions of interest were made from the individual images using a purpose-written program. To calculate microtubule growth speeds, the slopes of lines drawn on kymographs from the beginning to the end of individual EB3 movements were measured. Catastrophe frequencies were calculated using Kymotracker (provided by Ihor Small and Erik Meijering, Biomedical Imaging Group, Rotterdam, The Netherlands), a plug-in tool for ImageJ. To quantify the distance of microtubule tips to the leading edge of the growth cone, mCherry-EB3 fluorescence intensity was measured from the tip of the growth cone (visualized by DIC image) up to 20 m along the growth cone using ImageJ analysis software. The ratio of acetylated versus tyrosinated ␣-tubulin was determined from fluorescence intensities of both channels in a square of 3 ϫ 3 to 5 ϫ 5 pixels in the medial part of each process after background subtraction with Photoshop (Adobe Systems). The ratio of CLIP versus ␣-tubulin was determined from fluorescence intensities of both channels in a square of 5 ϫ 5 pixels in the area of highest fluorescence intensity within the growth cones. For CLIP/tubulin ratio quantifications, a threshold of at least 1.2-fold difference of fluorescence intensities between axonal growth cones and the remaining neurites' growth cones was specified. For ratio quantifications in general, axons were defined as a process at least 40 m long.
In all other experiments, axons were identified by Tau-1 staining. To quantify splayed microtubule length, the distance from microtubule tips to the area where microtubules appeared in a bundled formation was measured. Actin dynamics were quantified for a time period of 50 s by measuring changes of growth cone area every 10 s. Growth cones were outlined manually using MetaMorph software. Growth cone outlines were pasted onto the following images, and changes of growth cone area between the single images were added together for a total growth cone area change over time. For analyzing actin retrograde flow, images of Lifeact-transfected neurons were taken every 5 s during the experiment. Retrograde flow was measured as the slope of diagonal lines in kymographs acquired by MetaMorph software.
Statistical analysis. Experimental values are presented as a mean Ϯ SEM. of the indicated number of determinations. Statistical significance ( p value) was calculated using Student's t test and, when noted, Hampel outlier test.
Results

CLIPs enrich in the axonal growth cone
We first examined the localization of CLIPs during neuronal polarization. Immunohistochemistry showed that CLIPs exhibit comet-like structures in the cell body, the neurites, and their tips ( Fig. 1 A, B) , resembling the CLIP structures at microtubule tips that have been described in non-neuronal cells (Pierre et al., 1992; Hoogenraad et al., 2000; Komarova et al., 2002; Binker et al., 2007) . In the growth cone, CLIPs partially overlapped with the actin cytoskeleton within the transitional zone ( Fig. 1 A) . To assess CLIP distribution in growth cones of axons versus growth cones of minor neurites, we stained cells against CLIPs together with tubulin as internal control. We found that CLIPs were enriched in the growth cone of the axon compared with the minor neurites' growth cones in 82 Ϯ 3% of polarized neurons (n Ͼ 150 neurons from three independent experiments for each data point; p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 1 B) . On average from all stage 3 neurons, the axonal growth cone showed a 1.5 Ϯ 0.4-fold increase in the fluorescence intensity ratio of CLIP/tubulin staining compared with the growth cones of minor neurites (Fig.  1 D) . In 33 Ϯ 4% of all stage 2 neurons, one growth cone stood out ( Fig. 1 Bc) and exhibited a significantly higher ratio of CLIP/tubulin staining compared with the mean of the neurites' growth cones (n Ͼ 200 neurons from three independent experiments for each data point; p Ͻ 0.05 by Hampel outlier test). On average from all stage 2 neurons, the ratio of CLIP staining versus tubulin staining was increased 1.4 Ϯ 0.1-fold in the growth cone of the minor neurite with the highest ratio compared with the average of the remaining neurites' growth cones (Fig. 1C) , which may suggest that CLIP enrichment in one growth cone out of several neurites' growth cones could precede axon formation in morphologically unpolarized cells. Collectively, these data show that CLIPs are enriched in the axonal growth cone of stage 3 neurons and the growth cone of one neurite in a subpopulation of stage 2 neurons.
Interference with CLIP function inhibits axon development
To assess the role of CLIPs in axon development, we interfered with their function in developing neurons. As a first approach, we downregulated CLIPs by transfecting neurons with small hairpin RNA (shRNA) for CLIP-115, CLIP-170, or both. Western blot analysis showed that neurons transfected with CLIP-115/170 shRNA still contained CLIPs after 3 DIV, but they were significantly downregulated after 5 DIV (supplemental Fig. S1 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This downregulation led to a 56% reduction in axon growth from 3 to 5 DIV (supplemental Fig. S1 B) compared with control cells or neurons transfected with shRNA for either CLIP-115 or CLIP-170 alone (supplemental Fig. S1 B) (data not shown for single shRNA transfection). This effect was specific to CLIP function, as reintroducing the N-terminal microtubule-binding head domain (MBD) of CLIPs (MBD-CLIP), which is sufficient for microtubule attachment and for increasing microtubule rescue frequency rates in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (Komarova et al., 2002) , compensated the axon growth defect in CLIP-115/170 shRNA-expressing neurons (supplemental Fig. S1C ).
Downregulation of the CLIP proteins was not achieved during initial neuronal polarization, presumably because of shRNA expression timing or the half-life of CLIP proteins. Thus, to establish whether CLIPs play a role during this process, we interfered with endogenous CLIP function by expressing a dominant-negative (DN) mutant of CLIP-170 (DN-CLIP) (Mimori-Kiyosue et al., 2005) . This mutant makes use of the autoinhibition of CLIPs mediated by the intramolecular interaction of the N and C termini (Lansbergen et al., 2004) . As the DN-CLIP-mutant is comprised of the C terminus of CLIP-170 (Fig. 2 A) , which enables its binding to the N terminus of CLIPs, it prevents the binding of endogenous CLIPs to microtubules (Lansbergen et al., 2004) .
Consistent with previous studies in fibroblasts (Komarova et al., 2002; Mimori-Kiyosue et al., 2005) , we found that expression of DN-CLIP removed endogenous CLIP comets from the microtubules in 56 Ϯ 10% of the neurons (Fig. 2 B, C) . Assessment of axon formation in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons after 2 DIV showed that only 33 Ϯ 4% of these neurons exhibited a Tau-1-positive axon, a 50% reduction compared with GFP-transfected control neurons (Fig. 2 D, E) . In addition, the length of axons was drastically reduced (Fig. 2 F) . Similar results were obtained when another DN-CLIP mutant, ⌬head-CLIP, which only lacks the microtubule-binding N terminus, was overexpressed (Komarova et al., 2002) (Fig. 2 E) . Of note, reintroducing the microtubulebinding domain of CLIPs in DN-CLIP transfected neurons rescued axon formation (supplemental Fig. S2 A, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, CLIPs enable initial neuronal polarization and axon formation.
In DN-CLIP-transfected neurons, we found a decrease in the ratio of acetylated versus tyrosinated tubulin of the axonal microtubules, which may indicate that these microtubules were less stable compared with the axonal microtubules of control cells (supplemental Fig. S3 A, B , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (Westermann and Weber, 2003; . Moreover, CLIPs increase microtubule stability in macrophages (Binker et al., 2007) and act as microtubule rescue factors in CHO cells (Komarova et al., 2002) . To test whether the loss of axon formation was linked to a loss in microtubule stability, we treated DN-CLIP and ⌬head-CLIP transfected neurons with low doses of taxol to modestly stabilize microtubules and monitor any rescue of axon formation. After 24 h of taxol treatment, 72 Ϯ 4% (DN-CLIP) or 62 Ϯ 3% (⌬head-CLIP) of transfected neurons formed at least one process that was positive for the axonal marker Tau-1, reaching a level of axonbearing cells similar to that of control cells (Fig. 2 D, E ; 66 Ϯ 1% of Ն 1 Tau-1-positive process).
If CLIPs mediate microtubule stability during axon formation, we assumed that other microtubule stabilizers could counterbalance the effect of DN-CLIP. We therefore overexpressed microtubule-associated proteins in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons. Overexpression of Tau or the microtubule-associated protein MAP2c, both of which promote microtubule stability in neuronal and non-neuronal cells (Takemura et al., 1992; Gamblin et al., 1996; Matenia and Mandelkow, 2009) , increased axon formation in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons from 30 Ϯ 3% to ϳ50% (supplemental Fig. S2 B) . Interestingly, overexpression of a full-length construct of another ϩTIP, the end-binding protein EB3, did not rescue axon formation of DN-CLIP-transfected neurons (supplemental Fig.  S2C ). Together, our data show that CLIPs are necessary for axon growth and that they enable neuronal polarization by affecting microtubule stability. Overexpression of the microtubule-binding domain of CLIP170, MBD-CLIP, leads to the formation of multiple axons If CLIPs have an important role in neuronal polarization, we hypothesized that they may have the potential to turn immature minor neurites, which would later differentiate into dendrites, into axons. Hence, CLIPs may be sufficient to induce axon formation. To test this hypothesis, we overexpressed MBD-CLIP in neurons (Fig. 3B) . We found that MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons showed a ninefold increase in the formation of multiple axons (from 4 Ϯ 2% in control cells to 38 Ϯ 2% in MBD-CLIPtransfected neurons) (Fig. 3 A, C) . Moreover, MBD-CLIP showed an enrichment within the growth cones of the most elongated processes compared with the growth cones of short neurites (supplemental Movie 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The microtubules of MBD-CLIP transfected neurons displayed the same acetylation-tyrosination ratio as axons of control neurons, suggesting similar microtubule stability (supplemental Fig. S4 A, B , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Moreover, the processes of MBD-CLIPoverexpressing neurons were also negative for the dendritic marker MAP2 and positive for the synaptic vesicle protein synapsin-1, showing that the MBD-CLIP processes developed into differentiated axons (Fig. 3D) . Thus, overexpression of the microtubule-binding domain of CLIPs is sufficient to induce axon formation.
CLIPs enable dynamic microtubules to protrude into the peripheral domain of the growth cone
As CLIPs changed microtubule stability in the shaft of neurites and were enriched in axonal growth cones, we hypothesized that CLIPs also organize the microtubule network in neurite tips. As previous work suggested that CLIPs mediate bundling of microtubules (Gupta et al., 2009 ), we analyzed bundling of microtubules at the tip of the neurons in DN-CLIP and MBD-CLIP transfected neurons. In control neurons, microtubules of minor neurites and axons of stage 2 and stage 3 neurons were bundled and reached into the tips of the processes (Fig. 4 A, B) . In contrast, microtubules of DN-CLIP-transfected neurons failed to coalesce within all processes of both developmental stages (Fig. 4C,D) . In axons, the length of splayed microtubules increased from 9.7 Ϯ 0.5 m in GFP-transfected control neurons to 21.7 Ϯ 0.4 m in (Fig. 4 F) . The length of segments with splayed microtubules in minor neurites also increased from 7.0 Ϯ 0.9 m (GFP) to 12.5 Ϯ 1.1 m (DN-CLIP). By contrast, MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons exhibited strongly bundled microtubules at the tips of all processes (2 Ϯ 0.2 m length of displayed microtubules) (Fig. 4 E, F ) .
DN-CLIP transfected neurons
Development of the growth cone depends on microtubule organization and is therefore potentially regulated by CLIPs in the polarizing neuron. To test whether changes of the microtubule network affect the protrusion of microtubules within the growth cone, we studied the growth rates of microtubules in control as well as in DN-CLIP-and MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons. As EB3 binding to microtubules is independent of CLIP localization and is not affected by DN-CLIP expression (data not shown) (Komarova et al., 2002; Goodson et al., 2003; Bieling et al., 2008) , we visualized polymerizing microtubule ends by mCherry-EB3, a well established marker to examine microtubule dynamics (Stepanova et al., 2003; Hasaka et al., 2004) .
In GFP alone, DN-CLIP-transfected, or MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons, EB3 comets moved with the same speed along the entire shaft of the axon, indicating that microtubules grew with similar rates (125 Ϯ 4 nm/s for GFP-transfected neurons, 125 Ϯ 4 nm/s for DN-CLIP-transfected neurons, and 120 Ϯ 5 nm/s for MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons) (Fig. 5A,B) . Moreover, the number of microtubule catastrophe events remained unchanged between neurons expressing DN-CLIP and control neurons (0.027 Ϯ 0.001 events/s in control neurons and 0.030 Ϯ 0.001 events/s in DN-CLIP transfected neurons; n Ͼ 128 microtubules from at least 22 neurons per condition). However, differences in microtubule dynamics were visible in the growth cones. In control conditions and in neurons transfected with MBD-CLIP, microtubule plus ends moved into the growth cone toward the leading edge (Fig. 5C ). Around 60% of their relative EB3 fluorescence intensity was located within a distance of 0.6 m (MBD-CLIP) and 1.0 m (GFP) from the growth cone tip. By contrast, in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons 60% of the relative EB3 fluorescence intensity was only found within a distance of Ͼ4.7 m to the membrane edge of the growth cones (Fig. 5C,D) . Thus, CLIPs support growth of microtubules into the peripheral domain of the growth cone.
CLIPs regulate growth cone dynamics
Because CLIPs regulated microtubules in the growth cone, we wondered whether they also influence growth cone structure and dynamics, processes that affect axon growth. We found that growth cones of DN-CLIP-transfected neurons were enlarged from 90 Ϯ 19 m 2 in control cells to 224 Ϯ 33 m 2 , a 2.5-fold increase (supplemental Fig. S5 A, B , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Phase contrast live imaging showed that axonal growth cones of GFP or MBD-CLIP-transfected neurons were highly dynamic and motile (Fig. 6 A, B) . In contrast, growth cones of DN-CLIP-transfected neurons showed very little dynamics (Fig.  6 A, B) .
To depict the underlying CLIP-mediated changes in growth cone dynamics, we studied actin dynamics using Lifeact-RFP as live marker for the actin cytoskeleton (Riedl et al., 2008) . Although the overall growth cone dynamics were significantly impaired after removing CLIPs from the microtubules, the actin retrograde flow speed was not altered in DN-CLIP compared with GFP-overexpressing control cells (0.13 Ϯ 0.02 m/s for DN-CLIP and 0.11 Ϯ 0.01 m/s for GFP transfected neurons) (Fig. 6 E, F ) . However, in DN-CLIP-expressing neurons, actin arcs, which are known to prevent microtubule protrusion in the peripheral growth cone (Burnette et al., 2008; Lee and Suter, 2008; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009) , surrounded the central domain of the growth cone perpendicular to the filopodia projection axis (Fig. 6 D; supplemental Movie 3, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). By contrast, in control neurons (Fig. 6C) or neurons expressing MBD-CLIP (data not shown) these arcs were not found. Instead, the bases of filopodia reached close to the central, microtubule-rich domain of the growth cone ( Fig. 6C ; supplemental Movie 2, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Hence, we conclude that CLIPs affect growth cone dynamics and that loss of CLIP function induces actin arcs in growth cones.
Manipulation of the actin cytoskeleton rescues axon formation in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons
Actin arcs prevent microtubules from protruding to the peripheral region of the growth cone by myosin II-mediated contractility (Burnette et al., 2008; Lee and Suter, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009 ). We therefore hypothesized that a disassembly of the actin cytoskeleton or an inhibition of the myosin II-mediated actin arc compression could also cause microtubules to protrude further distally into the growth cone, even if CLIPs are nonfunctional. Hence, actin manipulation may be able to rescue axon formation in DN-CLIP-expressing neurons. To test this, DN-CLIP-expressing neurons cotransfected with mCherry-EB3 were treated with cytochalasin D, an actin-depolymerizing drug that converts, in wild-type neurons, nongrowing neurites into growing axons Dotti, 1999, 2000; Kunda et al., 2001) . Immediately after applying cytochalasin D to the cells, growth cone dynamics ceased and the actin cytoskeleton depolymerized (data not shown). Subsequently, thin processes containing EB3 comets emerged out of the former growth cone and continued growing ( Fig. 7A ; supplemental Movie 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Similarly, when we applied the myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin to DN-CLIP-expressing neurons, EB3-comets reached the growth cone tip and neurites started to grow ( Fig. 7B ; supplemental Movie 5, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Assessment of axon formation after 2 DIV showed that DN-CLIP-expressing neurons formed at least one Tau-1-positive axon in 71 Ϯ 7% of transfected neurons treated with cytochalasin D and 74 Ϯ 11% of transfected neurons treated with blebbistatin (Fig. 7C,D) .
Thus, the DN-CLIP-mediated loss of protrusive microtubule force can be counteracted by disassembling the actin cytoskeleton of the growth cone or by releasing the myosin II-mediated compression of actin arcs.
Discussion
Cytoskeletal dynamics emerged as a key process during neuronal polarization (Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007; . It was shown that the actin cytoskeleton regulates neuronal polarization (Bradke and Dotti, 1999; Kunda et al., 2001 ).
Important actin-regulating factors in neuronal polarization and neurite outgrowth include cofilin, Nap-1, and the Ena/Vasp family of proteins (Dent et al., 2007; Garvalov et al., 2007; Jacobs et al., 2007; Yokota et al., 2007) . Pharmacological studies depicted microtubule stability as a putative determining factor for neuronal polarization . As only modest but not strong stabilization of microtubules leads to axon formation (Witte et al., 2008) , we sought a microtubule-binding factor that moderately changes the stability of microtubules by affecting their dynamics. We found that loss of CLIP function inhibited axon formation by decreasing microtubule stability, while overexpression of the microtubule-binding domain of CLIPs enhanced microtubule stability and induced the growth of multiple axons per neuron.
While our data argue that CLIPs enable neuronal polarization by enhancing microtubule stability in the axon, we envision that also other microtubule-regulating proteins may orchestrate axon formation . These molecules could mediate microtubule stabilization through other molecular mechanisms, including inhibition of microtubule severance or enhancement of microtubule polymerization. The fundamental criterion, however, is that these putative molecules need to modestly enhance microtubule stability in the axon, as this is critical for its growth (Dehmelt et al., 2003; . Consistent with this view, we found that axon formation could be induced in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons by overexpression of Tau or MAP2c.
In the case of CLIPs, moderate microtubule stabilization is mediated by their action as microtubule rescue factors (Komarova et al., 2002) . This stabilization supported microtubule growth, so that polymerizing ends were enriched in the axonal growth cone. Besides increasing microtubule stability during neuronal polarization, we found that CLIPs also affected growth cone dynamics and the actin cytoskeleton. In particular, CLIPs positively regulated growth cone dynamics and restrained actin arc formation in the transition zone of the growth cone. It was hypothesized that protruding microtubules within the growth cone may function as a "pushing force" for the axon to grow, whereas the actin cytoskeleton may restrict the growth of the protruding microtubules (Burnette et al., 2008; Lee and Suter, 2008; . In support of this hypothesis, we found that depleting the actin cytoskeleton or inhibiting the actin arc contractility in DN-CLIP-transfected neurons enabled microtubules to protrude into the peripheral zone of the growth cone. This protrusion resulted in axon formation. Thus, even less organized microtubules have the ability to induce axonal growth if the opposing actin filaments are lacking or the actin contractility is inhibited.
For the extension, the axonal growth cone repeatedly undergoes a cycle of specific steps (Goldberg and Burmeister, 1986; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009) (Fig. 8) . First, filopodia and lamellipodia, actin-based structures at the growth cone periphery, explore the cellular environment and protrude; the growth cone frequently expands at this stage. Then, dynamic microtubules engorge from the central growth cone area into the former transitional domain, in which actin filaments are disassembled; the remaining actin arcs reorient toward the growth axis. The protruding microtubules transport vesicles, organelles, and, probably, actin-modulating proteins into the engorged area. Interestingly, CLIP-170 was shown to interact with endocytotic vesicles (Pierre et al., 1992) and could therefore be involved in their delivery into the engorged area. The extension of the neurite becomes consolidated by bundling of microtubules in the central domain of the growth cone. Thereby, the proximal part of the growth cone resumes cylindrical shape and becomes part of the axonal shaft. Repeated courses of these three events result in axon growth. In contrast, these processes do not operate in the minor neurites and, thus, only the axon grows. Our data suggest that CLIPs have an important function during this cycle of events in the future axonal growth cone that enable neuronal polarization. By modestly stabilizing microtubules, CLIPs allow microtubules to protrude to the growth cone tip. This, in turn, enables the microtubules to interact with the actin cytoskeleton, either by physically pushing against the actin network or by inducing actin-related signaling. Weakening these features by removing CLIPs from microtubules could decrease rescue frequencies. Consequently, the microtubules fail to engorge the area already protruded by actin filaments, and the growth cycle is interrupted. Instead, the splayed microtubules cannot create a corridor free of actin arcs, which is formed when microtubules are bundled (Fig. 8) . As a result, the growth cone increases in size and the axon fails to extend.
How could CLIPs regulate the actin cytoskeleton in the axonal growth cone? On the one hand, CLIPs may affect intracellular signaling events. For example, in Vero cells the CLIP-170 N terminus directly binds IQGAP1, which, in turn, may regulate actin dynamics (Fukata et al., 2002) . Conversely, the C-terminal domain of CLIP-170 binds to Lis1 and dynactin (Coquelle et al., 2002; Goodson et al., 2003) and is thus responsible for CLIP participation in the dynein pathway. However, in this signaling-based scenario an involvement of the dynein pathway would be unlikely, as the overexpression of the CLIP Then, dynamic microtubules engorge from the central growth cone area into the former transitional zone, where actin filaments disassemble and the remaining arcs reorient toward the growth axis (Engorgement). Protruding microtubules transport vesicles and organelles into the engorged area. The extension of the neurite consolidates by the bundling of microtubules in the central domain; the proximal part of the growth cone resumes cylindrical shape and becomes part of the axonal shaft (Consolidation). B, Nonfunctional CLIPs lead to a decrease in microtubule stability. Hence, while filopodia and lamellipodia still protrude, microtubules fail to subsequently engorge into the actin rich area. As a result, the growth cone area increases, but the axon fails to grow. N-terminal domain alone was sufficient to induce axon formation. On the other hand, CLIPs could also affect the actin cytoskeleton more directly by enabling the interaction of microtubules with the actin cytoskeleton. In fact, fibroblast studies showed that microtubules and actin filaments mutually influence each other. For example, increased microtubule growth in fibroblasts after the washout of the microtubule-depolymerizing drugs nocodazole or colcemid increases actin polymerization and dynamics of lamellipodia (Bershadsky et al., 1990; WatermanStorer et al., 1999) by activating the Rho GTPase Rac1 (Waterman-Storer et al., 1999) . Consistent with such interpretation, we found that modest nocodazole concentrations caused neurons with splayed microtubules at the tips, enlarged growth cones, and impaired growth cone dynamics and axon growth, recapitulating the phenotype of DN-CLIP-expressing neurons (data not shown). In turn, actin retrograde flow at the leading edge of fibroblasts and growth cones hinders microtubule protrusion (Waterman-Storer and Salmon, 1997; Burnette et al., 2008; Schaefer et al., 2008) . Thus, microtubule dynamics affect the actin cytoskeleton and vice versa during initial neuronal polarization.
Initial neuronal polarization has been described as a "tug of war" in which each neurite aims to become the axon (Craig and Banker, 1994) . In this model, an intracellular re-enhancing feedback loop singles out one neurite to become the axon, while intrinsic inhibitory cues repress the growth of the other neurites (Andersen and Bi, 2000; . The mutual influence of the actin network and the microtubule cytoskeleton could be part of this proposed positive feedback loop in the future axon. Consistently, a brief local microtubule stabilization or actin depolymerization (Bradke and Dotti, 1999) bias the fate of a neurite of a yet unpolarized cell to become an axon. It suggests that a transient manipulation of either the actin or the microtubule cytoskeleton is sufficient to promote axon specification by activating reinforcing events that promote sustained axonal outgrowth. Thus, CLIPs could enable neuronal polarization by enhancing microtubule stability, which then affects growth cone dynamics and the underlying actin cytoskeleton. Changes in the actin network, in turn, can allow microtubules to protrude further distally into the growth cone (Schaefer et al., 2002 , thereby generating a positive feedback loop. A reinforcement of polarized growth might be further provided by vectorial membrane and cytoplasmic flow into the future axon, which may rely on stable microtubules (Bradke and Dotti, 1997) . Consistent with this possibility, specific microtubule-dependent motor proteins, including kinesin-1, transport vesicles preferentially on stable microtubules and become enriched before morphological polarization (Jacobson et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2006; Konishi and Setou, 2009) . If the transported cargo contains limiting factors for axon growth, for example microtubule stabilizers including CLIPs or actin regulators such as the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP)-family verprolin-homologous protein (WAVE) (Kawano et al., 2005; Yokota et al., 2007; Tahirovic et al., 2010) , the axon would enrich in those factors while the minor neurites would become depleted of them. Hence, CLIP-mediated stabilization of microtubules might be one entry site to induce a re-enhancing loop to form an axon.
In conclusion, we showed that CLIPs enhance microtubule stability to generate an axon. This establishes microtubule stabilization as a key process during neuronal polarization on a molecular level. Because the microtubule network and the actin cytoskeleton mutually influence each other, it implies that these cytoskeletal elements reinforce their changes to sustain axon growth. The molecular dissection of this putative enhancement loop is now the challenge ahead.
